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THE 7-47 COLLISION AND BIG "DISASTERS" IN GENERAL

	

Paul Shockle y
(This way, Folks . The 'Big Event' is About to Happen)

	

Interpreter

Question :

Would Awareness please explain, so that entities can understand, the Cosmic, karmic . ,
and other mechanisms at work which culminate in some disaster, which takes the lives o f
many entities? For example : there is always  ferry boat somewhere going down, a trai n
wreck, a plane crash, an earthquake and  forth,  which take a great ?.oss of life ,
with usually a few escaping uninjured . An example is last month ' s crash of two 74 7

jetliners, billed as 'history's worst aviation disaster' . In this one, 580 persons wer e
killed and 66 survived . Awareness has indicated that there are no accidents, which implie s
that all these entities were somehow led and converged at that point where most of the m
were dispatched from this earth plane . Did these entities, on some level, know that thei r
time

	

was up, or realize that for them, for their own evolvement, it is better for the m
to leave this plane now, and is this the reason why some very gifted people are seemingl y
snatched from life right at, or near that point, where they could contribute the most t o
life on this plane? Could we please have an explanation from the viewpoint of Awareness ?

Cosmic	 Awareness :

This Awareness indicates that in relation to your own time system, wherein you move
from previous experience^ into future experiences, moving from moment to moment, day t o
day, one experience to another, there appears to be a direction in the sense of time .

This Awareness indicates that thi s . as Third Dimensional consciousness . This Awarenes s
indicates that the Fourth Dimensional consciousness, which can view the Third Dimensiona l
plane, is capable of seeing an Eternal Now, which exists now, and now, and now ; wherein

' now' is likened unto a screen in a theatre with the images of matter and experienc e
being projected upon that ' now' moment, yet the 'now' moment continues to be what it is .

This Awareness has given that the Universe appears and disappears every four-quadrill-
ionths of a second . That the appearance and disappearance occurring every four-quadrill-
ionths of a second, occurs in the Eternal Now, end . there is no change in time . There i s
only change in terms of location and the nature of the images which are projected upo n
that 'now', upon that Eternal Now, upon that four-quadrillionths of a second .

This Awareness indicates that the changes which occur in terms of the images ar e
such that the images are beginning to fade with each appearance and disappearance, or th e
images are coming into being and are developing and growing with each appearance an d
disappearance .

This Awareness indicates that these images which are seen as fading, appear to the
onlooker as though they were passing, fading, aging, and moving backwards in time,bccomin g
older ; and the images which are developing appear to the onlooker as though they wer e
becoming, moving from future into present, or present into future, depending on whic h
way one observes .

Tht.s Awareness indicates that this is a viewpoint from the. Fourth Dimensional consc-
iousness looking at the Third Dimensional experience of that level . of consciousness . This
Awareness indicates that likewise, from this Fourth Dimensional consciousness, the



viewpoi t has been centered around the concept of viewing that which the senses can

peace?v'? : the senses perceiving the forms of the Third Dimensional ., world, the senses o f

tight, scur..d, to'.i^h, taste, hearing and smell . These senses are limited and not all -

inc :lus1v o : all experiences .

This Awareness indicates that your ability to view past, present and future from a

ccn; ci .;:e . ;,ness which is limited, and from senses which are limited, allows you a limite d

view .

This marcr.ess indicates that from another view there is that consciousness whic h

locks at the Eternal low, but does not only see that which is past, but also sees tha t

which is futare . This Awareness indicates that your level of consciousness tends to loo k
toward that which is post and toward that which is present, and finds difficulty in seein g

that which

	

fut'?re . This because the senses are oriented toward matter, toward those

forme which reflect light, sound, touch, smell and taste .

This fwarcneso indicates that these forms tend to be magnetic in nature . This Awarenes s
indicates thst another level of consciousness is capable of perceiving these forms of th e

spi ri t ' ay !. level, the . nka sh ic forms, or the anti-matter forms which are not magnetic i n

nature, but which are radiant in nature ; which are not mass nor matter, but are akashi c

of anti-material—the anti-matter., the spirit .

This Awa :eneas indicates that when the coasciousness perceives the anti-matter level ,

ti'at: : .hi.eh i seen is the f utute as well as the pest ; and from that level the future i s

t h g t which pul. :e the consciousne : ' , an :1 the past_ is that which repels the consciousness .

This s.areaess indicates on the. material_ 1mvcl, the past holds the consciousness ,

and the future is that: which the consciousness cannot perceive, is repelled by the future .

This Auarcaess indicates :het it tak :s great 'effort for the consciousness to perceiv e
that which is future : when the censcicussess is looking at the material levels .

This Awareness ` egse e :s t:I'at in this sense you may begin to understand the materia l

universe and the

	

ti-material universe as iroving is opposite directions when perceived
by c .: reiousaeas ; the consciousness of each being that which moves in opposite directions .
The time of the materiel level, when perceived from the anti-matter level, is moving i n
eh o-hnoaite direction .

:'his Awareness indicacus that wherein the present entity moves into tranc e

and an entity asks a question about a past life, the consciousness which this entity ,
the	 terprcter, is in tune with, moves forward

	

time to explore th

	

past life . Thi s
Awareness ii'd.i.cates that it takes several seconds, sometimes several . minutes, of moving
forward i•r time to look at that past life .

This :'awareness i'.a.d.ica :es that in the sense of an entity dreaming, wherein the entit y

is in a dream state, a sleep state, there are instances in which most entities may recal l
dreaming that they have moved about in a situation, entered into a type of situation, for
example : perhaps moving into a building wherein they did not belong, becoming . fearfu l
that they might be caught and e ::i,osed in that building, and dreaming several instance s
and situations leading to a sudden ringing of the burglar alarm, knowing that you hav e
set off this alarm, and fearing that the police will come and arrest you . This Awarenes s
indicates that uctdeul.y you awaken, realize you have been dreaming, and tIhe alarm cloc k
ir rit'!;ing .

This Awareness indicates that 'hat: has actually taken place here appears to be a
coincidence in chick you began dreaming a situation that led to a burglar alarm ringin g
et the exact coincidental time that the alarm clock rang . In reality, the alarm cloc k
rang, cad you drea od your dr . am backm rds in a very quick . moment, though in your consc- -

.r•u aaas it appenre-;:, to one Slowly .i

I'nis Awareness indicates that likewise, in the antimatter world, your movements g o
In the oar . ite direction

	

the material world .



This awareness suggests Lhet in eit:uations such as the plane crashing . . .This Awarenes s
will now ask you to move with It to the Inner. Plane and to observe this incident, wherei n
the plane does crash and entities are brought to their final curtain in . the drama upon
this stage .

This Awareness suggests that in this Inner Plane, the crashing of the airplane ha s
occurred, the tracing backwards of the flight to its origin, the gathering of the entitie s
into the plane from their various sources : this may be viewed as likened unto a movi e
film which is run backwards .

This Awareness suggests that you visualize the instance of the plane crash as bein g
on the Inner Plane, not having yet existed in the outer plane .

This Awareness suggests that the universes move closer together, wherein the anti -
matter plane and the material plane begin to merge, this future moment coming closer t o
present time and the past moment of the material plane moving closer to the event o f
the plane crash, 'these two universal forces, the flows, coming closer and closer together ,
there is a magnetic pull which draws those entities who are to be involved in this inciden t
toward their destination .

This Awareness indicates this as "set up" by their own consciousness through cooperat-
ion with their own inner selves, their own spiritual bodies, which are extended into th e
future, even as your physical body is extended into the past .

This Awareness indicates that your experiences from moment to moment occur from th e
result of your spiritual body which is extended into the future and present, meeting wit h
your physical body which has come from the past and is in the present, and the mergin g
of these two bodies in the Eternal Now .

This Awareness suggests this as difficult to explain for a rational mind, but wherei n
entities can meditate on these two bodies,(the anti-matter body and the material body) ,
moving both toward future, and toward past, watching themselves come together in th e

` "Now", entities may begin to understand that which cannot be clearly expressed in words .
For words are not the e:'perience, words can only serve as cups to carry the water of th e
experience .

This Awareness indicates that there are certain fluxes of energies, astrological a s
well as levels of consciousness, which do have their gathering points in terms of events ,
which become those moments of history wherein tragedies may occur or great joyous event s
may occur .

This Awareness indicates that even as the human body has its acupuncture points ,
wherein energies do culminate, and the human body has those points in relation to certai n
time elements wherein the point : needs stimulation at a certain time of the entity' s
life, even as the world itself has certain points of significance upon its globe : the
vortices and those energy points upon the physical world which may be likened unto it s
own acupuncture points ; so likewise consciousness has those points, and consciousnes s
extending in that concept. which is an hallucination, yet which in the mind is calle d
' time', does have its certain acupuncture points . These acupuncture points are calle d
' events' .

These ' events ' which occur in consciousness are the result of culminations of energ y
forces which come together at the certain moment, drawn from various directions and fro m
various energies in consciousness and in the material realms .
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